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SUMMARY
The MultiMedia Forum (MMF) is an all digital journal supporting the information types text,
image, audio, and video. All editing and reading of the MMF is taking place via online access to
a central database containing SGML documents, which are connected by hyperlinks enabling
the creation of issues by clustering information. The MMF is used as an in-house journal at the
Integrated Publication and Information Systems Institute (IPSI) and thus serves as the basis of
a field experiment furnishing results based on practical experience.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the electronic publishing field today work concentrates on the production of longterm
publications, which can be spread by distribution of data media like CD ROMs. This
distribution path is relatively slow and expensive for short-term publications, which must
be updated at short intervals. For these publications online access via networks is a more
adequate way of distribution.

At IPSI (Integrated Publication and Information Systems Institute) a publication system
was built — the MultiMedia Forum (MMF) — which can be characterized as follows:

• Editing and reading of issues is taking place via online access to a central database.
• The issues consist of structured documents conforming to the Standard Generalized

Markup Language (SGML) [1,2].
• Documents can contain audio, video, text, images, and hypermedia links to other

documents.

Buildinga publishingsystem poses the question how to integrate the diversityof sources
and the multitude of functions to be fulfilled. In Section 2.2 we outline our integration ap-
proach. A principal aspect of integration is a general document type dealt with in Section 3.
Section 4 is concerned with the problem of multiuser access to a multimedia data pool with
real-time characteristics. The user interface based on these concepts is described in the next
section. In Section 6 we evaluate the use of the MMF as an inhouse journal at IPSI since
January 1993. In the last section some conclusions for future work are drawn.
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2 INTEGRATION — AN ESSENTIAL GOAL FOR ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING

2.1 Integration of sources

We assume that editors of an electronic journal have access to traditional and electronic
information sources, such as printed journals or online databases. Integration of this wide
range of sources can be achieved in two steps, both of which must be supported by suitable
tools: in the acquisition phase the editor imports and converts the data. In the subsequent
structure enrichment phase a logical structure has to be imposed on the data (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Source integration

In the acquisition phase there are analogue and digital data which have to be dealt
with. All analogue information has to be digitized to be handled in an electronic publishing
environment. In the case of paper documents this requires scanning and transformation
into digital form, while for audio and video input other digitizing hardware (e.g., A/D
converters) is needed. Digital information comes from sources like text processors, online
databases, e-mail, or other network services [3,4]. While most of the information from
these sources is text, we expect digital multimedia sources to become widely available in
the near future.

The logical structure imposed in the structure enrichment phase enables the user to
store, retrieve and manipulate text, audio, video, and image documents in a uniform manner.
Integrating this broad spectrum of sources requires mapping all the different information
on the joint view of the publishing system. In most of the cases structuring has to happen
by manual editing of the input data, supported by an adequate tool (e.g., an SGML editor).

For specific input data tools are available which partially automate this step. For exam-
ple, the DREAM parser [5] transforms prestructured ASCII documents (e.g., mail input)
into SGML structured documents. while prestructuring itself can be achieved by use of
the CAROL system [6], which for specified families of scanned input documents is able
to recognize the logical structure by using knowledge about the document layout and the
results of an OCR process.
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2.2 Integration of functionality

A publishing system has to support the user needs, the collaboration of an editorial team,
and the individual needs of single staff members. Thus, functionalityof a publishingsystem
has to be integrated along two dimensions:

• the technical dimension, given by a diversity of system platforms.
• the organizational dimension, represented by a multitude of editorial staff members

with distinct tasks.

Technical integration includes the support of different hard- and software platforms to
provide best solutions for individual publication steps and the exchange of information
between these platforms, which is necessary to support the information flow between pub-
lication steps. In addition, shared multimedia applications like online multimedia journals
need a certain infrastructure consisting of:

• networks fast enough to support digital video transmission. The end-to-end data rate
must have a minimum of 1.5 Mbit/sec, unless the video has little motion (e.g., a
speaker talking).

• workstations equipped with multimedia input/output devices (colour monitor, cam-
era, microphone, loudspeaker, etc.). Moreover, the computers must be able to process
multimedia input/output data.

Integration along the organizational dimension implies the establishment of workflow
management to support distributed collaborative work. Moreover, joint editing has to be
supported, e.g., for splitting tasks like indexing and document content editing of the same
document.

The focus of the organizational integration is a joint information pool, which is the
main integration component of the MMF. It contains all the information of the publishing
environment including image, audio, and video information. It realizes a unique view on all
structured information and supports retrieval, modification, and value adding operations.
For this purpose we adopted the SGML standard which allows for a strong separation of
the logical structure and the semantics of operations on documents.

3 THE MMF DOCUMENT TYPE DEFINITION

3.1 Modelling the hypermedia document pool

In a multimedia journal the notion document includes text, graphics, audio, and video
sequences and hyperlinks connecting them. To handle this variety of complex documents
and media types in one database system an adequate document type definition (DTD)
according to the SGML standard [1,2] was written, containing the principal elements:

<!ELEMENT mmfdoc - - (logbook, (monomed|multimed)) >
<!ELEMENT monomed - -

(article|events|graphic|audio|video|script) >
<!ELEMENT multimed - - (sequence|parallel|alternat) >

The logbook of the MMF DTD contains all elements common to all classes of documents
stored in the MMF database (e.g., document identification, bibliographic elements, indexing
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terms). The content part of the MMF DTD includes either the media specific elements
(monomed) like ASCII text or multimedia synchronizing information with references to
the documents to be synchronized (multimed).

Every monomed subelement consists of specific elements containing the basic infor-
mation. For textual documents this part contains the ASCII-coded text itself and structuring
elements like subheading, paragraph, list, different sorts of emphases, etc. Graphic, audio,
and video data do not form part of the monomed element: the SGML document only
contains a reference to a relevant file and some descriptive information (e.g., preferred pre-
sentation size). Real-time behaviour of the presentation is not expressed in the monomed
element, it is considered to be implicit in the referenced data.

In multimed subelements two or more referenced documents are composed into a
temporal schedule. In a sequence document these referenced documents are presented suc-
cessively, while a parallel document presentation is simultaneous. Alternative documents
give the reader the possibility to choose between different presentations (e.g., a video with
several audio channels in different languages). The references form a directed graph which
has to be free of cycles to guarantee finite presentation.

Another way of referring to other documents is using hyperlinks:

<!ELEMENT text - - (#PCDATA | hyplink) * >
<!-- A simplified definition of our text model. >

<!ELEMENT hyplink - - (#PCDATA) >
<!ATTLIST hyplink goaladdr CDATA #REQUIRED >

Hyperlink references are not followed automatically as in multimed documents, but the
reader has to activate the text segment. Thus, the graph formed by the hyperlink references
may contain cycles. By using hyperlinks the editorial staff is able to build clusters of
documents representing issues of the MMF. In addition, this feature provides another way
of multimedia integration for the editors.

3.2 Support of the publishing process by the MMF DTD

Some of the information contained in the logbook can be used for electronic support of the
publishing process:

<!ELEMENT publstat - 0 EMPTY >
<!ATTLIST publstat publqual

(raw|editproc|publok|general|current|archived) >
<!ELEMENT fprocess - 0 EMPTY >
<!ATTLIST fprocess procqual (archive|delete)>

The archive model underlying these definitions is based on the stages of the editorial
process (Figure 2: white archives indicate access rights for editors and readers, archives
marked in grey are restricted to editors). Two parts of the archive having the publishing status
raw or editproc belong to the pre-publication phase, containing information in preparation
for publishing. After editing a document is either moved to the archive which is reserved
for released documents to be published in the next issues (publishing status publok), or it
is moved to the general archive which consists of released documents of general interest
which are not reserved for a specific issue (publishing status general). In the next step
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documents with the publishing status publok are moved to the archive of the current issue
(publishing status current) from where references to the general archive or to the archive of
old issues (publishing status archived) are possible. Documents containing only short-term
informationare deleted at some point (in this case the element containing further processing
information is set to delete) while all other documents of the current issue are moved to the
archive of old issues.

raw material
publishing status:

raw, editproc

documents released for
publishing in next issue

publishing status:
publok

old issues
publishing status:

archived

edited/published docu-
ments of general interest

publishing status:
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Figure 2. The archive model of the MultiMedia Forum

4 ACCESSING AND MANAGING MULTIMEDIA DOCUMENTS

4.1 Real-time access to multimedia data

While access and presentation of non-time critical document data like text or graphics
can be handled easily by state-of-the-art technology (e.g., by use of NFS or FTP, if the
access is file-based), continuous streams of data like digital audio and video are considered
critical due to their real-time characteristics. Common desktop systems cannot guarantee
the presentation or recording of a certain data segment in a predetermined time interval.
Therefore, the Imestre system [7] was developed, which is able to digitize and play digital
video clips with lip-synchronous sound in real time, the multimedia data being accessed
via NFS. Video data coding is based on the JPEG standard [8]. Integration of Imestre into
the MMF was made by storing all multimedia data in files to be accessed via references
from the SGML document pool.

Imestre’s software architecture is shown in a simplified manner in Figure 3. Imestre
consists of a Clock Server (CS) and an application interface for communication with this
clock. CS and application are implemented in different operating system processes com-
municating by a shared memory segment. The objective of this separation is to synchronize
multiple applications by one CS. Recording processes are started by a trigger signal from
the CS and subsequently digitize video frames as fast as the current system performance
allows. A timestamp is assigned to each frame according to the time scale defined by the
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rate of the CS-controlled audio device. Presenting applications are controlled by the CS
triggering each single frame presentation. These trigger signals are queued in the presen-
tation process, which can resynchronize the video presentation by ignoring some of the
signals (i.e., dropping the corresponding frames), when some frames are not available in
time.

Clock Server Audio Device

File System

control

Audio Data

trigger
start/stop

inform

Audio Data,
Timetable Data

Video DataVideo Data

Recording
Processes

Presentation
Processes

Figure 3. Software architecture of Imestre

This technique enables recording or playing video clips including sound over an asyn-
chronous connection. Because the system automatically adapts to the available network-
ing and computing resources, no preparation for the recording or post-processing of the
recorded information is necessary (except content editing, of course). Thus, the informa-
tion type video can be used spontaneously— a characteristic considered to be natural for
other information types (e.g., text). This advantageous feature is weakly restricted by the
following points:

• Because the audio stream has an isochronous nature, it cannot be guaranteed that au-
dio recording works properly. Nevertheless, we practically have no failures, because
we use the very low audio bandwidth of 64 kBit/sec in an Ethernet environment.
Audio playing does not cause the same problem due to the master-slave relationship
of the audio stream to the video stream: if timely audio transmission fails, the whole
presentation will block until the audio data is available. Thus, no audio information
will get lost.

• The quality of the recording or presentation can never be predicted: it only depends
on the actually available networking and computing resources and can even change
radically during one action.

Another specialty of Imestre, which can be recognized in Figure 3, is that there is no
conceptional difference between the recording and playing of audio data in the CS. This
enables applications to synchronize an audio recording with video playing and vice versa.
This feature can be used to dub existing video clips in real time, for example, to provide
multilingual video presentations.
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4.2 Using database systems to manage multimedia documents

Management of the SGML documents is provided by the Structured Database (SDB) [9],
which automatically splits SGML input documents into their elements. Using an SQL
interface to a relational database system the SDB stores these elements persistently. SDB
provides a path-oriented query language to the application enabling it to retrieve a set of
documents according to the content of specified SGML elements. The resulting set can be
navigated by use of an application programming interface.

The SDB approach makes the database system transparent for the editorial staff member
while storing the document, though the users profit by the database scheme while querying
for document pool contents.

Conflicts caused by several editorial staff members accessing the same data have to
be resolved by the MMF editor’s environment. Presently, this happens by blocking a
document being edited for all editing accesses by other editorial staff members. But this
lock granularity is not sufficient and it does not allow for different access rights to the
documents. For example, one editor should only have the right to change classifications in
the logbook while another should have access to the whole document.

To guarantee consistency of the document pool and correct access synchronization a
database system (DBS) supporting these features is necessary. Owing to the amount of
data to be managed and the real time characteristics, handling of multimedia data requires
new database concepts to be realized in a multimedia database system (MMDBS). For this
reason, the object-oriented database VODAK [10,11] will be expanded to encompass a
MMDBS for use in the MMF.

5 THE READER’S VIEW AND THE EDITOR’S VIEW

As there are essentially two target user groups of the MMF, namely, the readers and the
editors, two different views were designed. Figure 4 shows the title page of the reader’s
view on the left hand side and the starting window of the editor’s view, partially covered
by a matchlist (a window containing the result of an SDB query) on the right hand side.
The editor’s view focuses on supporting all the different tasks of the editorial staff during
the production process of a multimedia issue of the MMF.

As the editorial work comprises skills in many diverse areas such as audio and video
creation, image and video editing, document analysis and indexing, etc. people with these
skills have to cooperate in the production process. Software integration and the joint
database facilitate a consistent cooperation between the editors working on their networked
workbenches.

The creation of a multimedia journal requires several skills not necessary for con-
ventional publishing, such as creating and editing hyperlinks. The latter, for instance, is
presently supported by providing various search facilities for identifying documents to be
linked and by providing a structure-based editor furnishing predefined hyperlink elements.

The editor has two possibilities to retrieve information: database queries and hyperme-
dia browsing. Queries can be formulated by entering search terms, such as keywords or
classification terms, into a formsheet allowing for some logical operators to be applied. In
support of his daily work the editor can put search requests to the system regarding the status
of editing, archiving, and release for publication, etc. All search requests are answered on
the basis of the data in the logbook, resulting in a list of documents. Hypermedia browsing,
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Figure 4. MMF reader’s and editor’s view

for example, from a text document to a video, is possible by activating highlighted text
segments.

The reader’s view concentrates on easy handling, keeping in mind that the readers have
extremely different computer backgrounds ranging from novice to expert. Single or double
mouseclicks suffice to call up information items from the header page. Help is implemented
as part of the multimedia system, i.e., all help documents provide the same features as the
documents in the journal. For information access the readers have the same navigation
facilities as the editors plus a simple query interface; their starting point is the header page
including a conventional table of contents with hyperlinks to the documents.

6 EVALUATION OF THE MMF FIELD EXPERIMENT

Parallel to the production and delivery of the electronic in-house journal we have been
studying various non-technical and workflow aspects on the editorial side and on the
usage side: acceptance of the service and the interfaces, user behavior, amount of usage,
organizational impact. Analysis of e-mail reactions, interviews with users, discussions in
our weekly editorial meetings and of a short written questionnaire survey after half a year
of usage yield the following results.
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6.1 Workflow requirements and the notion of an ‘issue’

Integrated multimedia journals are changing the way in which the editorial staff works. The
close collaboration between different specialists for the production of one document (e.g.,
photographer, reporter, editor, documentalist) requires strict editorial guidelines, which
have to be integrated into the system. The notion of an ‘issue’ with a content page rather
than a continuously updated information service was retained, because the users favored it.
Nevertheless, we have some sections which are updated daily as new information comes
in (events, radio & tv, news), and the contributions to an issue can be changed, e.g., by
additional links to new documents with the publishing status general (see Section 3.2).
Generally speaking, an ‘issue’ in our view is not a static version like a print product, but a
slightly changing hypermedium, always presenting itself in the most topical version. The
announcement of a new issue of the MMF leads to a remarkable increase of its use.

6.2 Usage and feedback from the users

Usage of the electronic in-house journal not only equals that of the printed in-house
newsletters, it even seems to be a little higher. About three quarters of the staff members
who usually work with UNIX workstations have accessed the service at least once. Among
them are secretaries as well as the managers, scientists, and technical staff. Even users with
workstations not equipped with audio and video hardware access the MMF regularly.

Most of the users find the service easy to use and like it. However, they miss a printout
feature and a copy&paste facility. Before implementing these technical features we have
to deal with the unsolved problems of copyright in electronic journals. We need a differen-
tiated copy&paste feature connected to every single document, according to the attribute
‘copyright protected’ or ‘not copyright protected’. Furthermore, users would like to have
an easy way of checking which information they have already seen and what is new since
their last session. They also asked for more intelligent retrieval support and a coordinated
positioning of document windows.

6.3 Feedback from the editors

The editorial staff members would like to get more computer support for the editorial
tasks, e.g., monitoring of dates, voice input, or automatic input. Link management would
be appreciated and indexing should be done by help of a thesaurus, made available in
electronic form and integrated into the editor’s environment. For editing the thesaurus the
TEDI [12] tool will be used, which allows for a graphical presentation of the thesaurus
terms. The editors would like to have more influence on the layout than is possible with the
SGML editor presently used.

7 OUTLOOK

Individualizationof the MMF will be implemented by introducingcontent individualization
in the form of a user profile, automatic layout generation tailored to the user requirements
and the presentation of the information automatically tailored to the equipment available
at the user’s site. Usage can also be improved by providing a facility to produce an
individualized printed subset of the MMF.
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In contrast to text, the data formats of image, audio, and video presently do not have
logical components which can be retrieved, modified, or deleted. Therefore one of the future
goals of the MMF is to find an abstraction level which allows for high level manipulation
of all types of information.

An integration strategy has to be found to integrate multimedia authoring systems
existing in other environments.
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